
Year 1 Book Spine 

Book Title and author Synopsis 

 

Peace at Last by Jill Murphy With a snoring Mrs Bear, an excitable Baby Bear 
and a house full of tapping and dripping and ticking, 
peace is hard to come by – will Mr Bear ever get a 
decent night's sleep? 

 

Whatever Next! by Jill Murphy The moon and back before bath time? Whatever 
next! Baby Bear wants to go on one more adventure 
before bed – a quick trip to the moon. Mrs Bear isn't 
pleased, and anyway, she says, Baby Bear doesn't 
have a rocket. Luckily, there's one under the stairs… 

 

On the Way Home by Jill Murphy Claire has hurt her knee so she sets off home to tell 
her mum all about it. On the way she meets her 
friends and tells them how the fall happened. But 
just how did it happen? Was she dropped by a wolf, 
a snake, a dragon or a gorilla? 

 

Can't You Sleep, Little Bear? by Martin Waddel Little Bear just can't sleep. There is dark all around 
him in the Bear Cave. Not even Big Bear's biggest 
lantern can light up the darkness of the night 
outside. Can Big Bear find a way to reassure 
restless Little Bear and help him fall fast asleep? 

 

Where The Wild Things Are by Maurice Sendak One night Max puts on his wolf suit and makes 
mischief of one kind and another, so his mother calls 
him 'Wild Thing' and sends him to bed without his 
supper. That night a forest begins to grow in Max's 
room and an ocean rushes by with a boat to take 
Max to the place where the wild things are. 

 

The Elephant and the Bad Baby by Elfrida Vipont When an Elephant meets a Bad Baby and offers 
them a ride, it's the start of a wild adventure - going 
'rumpeta, rumpeta, rumpeta' down the road, and 
helping themselves to ice creams, lollipops, and all 
manner of sweet treats. 



 

Avocado Baby by John Burningham   
 

The Hargraves want their new baby to grow up big 
and strong. But he will hardly eat a thing. One day 
Mrs Hargraves finds an avocado in the fruit bowl and 
the baby gobbles it up. Soon, the strangest things 
start to happen... 

 

The Tiger Who Came to Tea  
by Judith Kerr 

The doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy 
are sitting down to tea. Who could it possibly be? 
What they certainly don't expect to see at the door is 
a big furry, stripy tiger! 

 

Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers There once was a boy and one day a penguin 
arrives on his doorstep. The boy decides the 
penguin must be lost and tries to return him. But no 
one seems to be missing a penguin. So the boy 
decides to take the penguin home himself, and set 
out in his row boat on a journey to the South Pole. 

 

Knuffle Bunny by Mo Willems A tale of tale of what happens when Daddy's in 
charge and things go terribly, hilariously wrong.  

 

Beegu by Alexis Deacon  Beegu is lost. She is a friendly little creature, but the 
Earth People don't seem very welcoming at all. 
However, so far she has only met the BIG ones. The 
little ones are a different matter . . . 

 

Dogger by Shirley Hughes  When Dave loses his favourite toy, Dogger, he is 
desolate. But then Dogger turns up at the school 
summer fair, and everything seems all right - until 
someone else buys him before Dave can get the 
money! 

 

Cops and Robbers by Allan Ahlberg The robbers of London town plan a desperate crime 
one Christmas Eve - to steal all the toys they can lay 
their hands on! Fortunately, the robbers meet their 
match in brave office Pugh who leaps into action 
and arrests the villains - all except Grandma Swagg 
who manages to get away. 



 

Elmer by David McKee Elmer is different. Elmer is patchwork. The grey 
elephants all love him, but he soon starts to wonder 
what it would be like to be just the same as them... 

 

How Big is Our Baby?  
by Smriti Prasadam-Halls 

With a month-by-month approach this book 
compares the size of the growing baby to something 
familiar, such as a speck of sand at the seaside or 
an egg. Readers also find out about how baby is 
developing and how exciting it can be to have a new 
baby brother or sister. 

 

My Daddies! by Gareth Peter Enjoy incredible adventures with a family as the 
stories they read burst into colourful life. Battle 
dragons, dodge deadly dinosaurs, zoom to the moon 
and explore the world in a hot air balloon, before 
winding down in a wonderfully cosy bedtime ending. 

 

Happy in Our Skin by Fran Manushkin All children can see themselves, and open their eyes 
to the world around them, in this sweet, scrumptious 
celebration of skin in all its many, many, wonderful 
forms. 

 

Delightfully Different Dilly by Elizabeth Dale When Dilly is born, her parents think she is perfect – 
from the top of her head to the bottom of her foot. 
The other babies notice that Dilly is different but 
soon accept her and love her different ways of doing 
things. 

 

The Spots and the Dots by Helen Baugh   Choose to read from the perspective of the Spots or 
the Dots by turning this picture book upside down. 
Find the similarities in others and celebrate their 
differences. 

 

Badger's Parting Gifts By Susan Varley 
 

Badger is so old that he knows he must soon die, so 
he does his best to prepare his friends. When he 
finally passes away, they are grief-stricken, but one 
by one they remember the special things he taught 
them during his life. 



 

Celebrating Different Beliefs  
by Steffi Cavell-Clarke  

Our Values gives readers their first taste of some of 
the most important values in today's world. Here 
children can explore what it means to be part of a 
society and discover the cultural and spiritual 
diversity that life has to offer. 

 


